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Committee And they’re off: Palazzo starts presidential race
not loving
in decision
Jessica Tam
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A Cal Poly judiciary committee
ruled to not reinstate journalism
professor Bill Loving as depart
ment chair on Nov. 29.
The committee, made up o f
faculty members Dan Peterson,
Marica Tilley, Claire Bautista and
John Walker, said in the memo that
Loving had not presented evidence
to “conclude that any o f Professor
Lovings’ rights were violated in the
decision to remove him as Chair
o f Journalism” and that the dean’s
decision to remove him was based
on her loss o f confidence in him
to run the department. The com 
mittee’s memo concludes that the
group does not endorse or criticize
her decision.
The decision came following
a Nov. 19 judiciary hearing in

The second round o f potential
Cal Poly presidents kicked o ff this
week with an open forum with
Robert Palazzo, one o f three can
didates vying to become the uni
versity’s new president.
Palazzo is the current pro
vost and ch ief academic officer
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti
tute in New York. He received a
Bachelor o f Science in biological
sciences and doctorate in biologi
cal sciences and biochemistry at
Wayne State University.
He was also a post-doctoral fel
low at the University o f Virginia
and later moved to become part
o f the faculty at the University o f
Kansas as a professor o f molecular
biosciences and the chair o f the
department o f physiology and cell
biology.
He also worked as a research
scientist for the New York State
Department o f Hcalth-Wadsworth
Center and is former president o f
the Federation o f American So
cieties for Experimental Biology
(FA SEB). In addition, Palazzo is

see Decisiout page 2

see Palazzo, page 3
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Architecture students shoot for the moon and end up among the stars
Erin Huriey
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Brian Harms and Keith Bradley designed a lunar habitat which could potentially survive the moon’s harsh environment.
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Two Cal Poly architecture students
were recognized in an article pub
lished by CNN on Nov. 18 for being
finalists in the 2010 SH lFTboston
Moon Capital design competition.
Architecture seniors Brian Harms
and Keith Bradley worked together
on their submission for the interna
tional competition, which called for
innovative designs for a lunar habitat
which could survive the unusual en
vironment on the moon and explore
its potential resources.
“We really wanted to push the
limits with this design,” Harms said.
“It was a unique premise and we had
more freedom with this design than
with school projects.”
Harms and Bradley had never
worked together on any kind o f de
sign project, but Harms said they

were both excited about the idea o f
space design.
Bradley said he and Harms began
working on their digital design in Au
gust and submitted it on Sept. 21.
SH lFFboston is a design initia
tive in Boston that gathers, encour
ages and works to carry out revo
lutionary design ideas to make the
city o f Boston more dynamic and
environmentally friendly, according
to the company’s website. Ihey hold
competitions like the Moon Capital
competition to challenge architects
and designers to come up with cre
ative designs. However, executive di
rector Kim Poliquin .said the Moon
Capital competition was completely
different from .iny o f SH IFTboston’s
design competitions.
“The idea behind this competi
tion was education and inspiration,”
Poliquin said. “1 wanted to give

see Moon, page 2
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Moon
continuedJnm page 1
people an understanding o f how you
would build in this environment —
its a wonderful stan for something
new."
Harms and Bradley called their
design a Stadium for International
Lunar Olympics (SILO ) and planned
for it to be built inside a lunar crater.
Harms said building the stadium in
side o f a crater provided the poten
tial for microgravity sports and an
Olympic stadium design symbolized
the idea o f a neutral playing ground
for the world.
The stadiums design also in
cluded unique anributes that Harms
and Bradley said were necessary for a
structure in an environment like the
moon. The stadiums roof has a cov
ering that is almost completely flat,
which Bradley said wouldn’t be struc
turally possible on Earth, and has a
tower with rooms similar to a hotel
to provide life support and adminis
tration for inhabitants.
“We were pretty gung-ho about
the potential o f the idea from the
Stan," Harms said.

The Moon Capital design compe
tition has two design categories — a
“Let’s Get Serious" category for more
realistic designs and a “Let’s Have
Fun" category for more creative de
signs. Harms said the SILO design
was in the “Let’s Have Fun" cat^ory,
a phrase which represented his and
Bradley’s mentality as they worked
on the project.
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Harms and Bradley received
emails in the b^ in n in g o f October
about being finalists in the contest,
and were invited to an awards cer
emony in Boston where they pre
sented their design. Harms said the
SILO design was one o f nine finalist
..designs o f more than 100 submis
sions fram across country.
Architeaure department head
‘ and professor Henri de Hahn said
when Harms and Bradley informed
> him about the success o f their design,
he was glad to offer to have the de
partment pay their travel expenses to
attend the awards ceremony in Bos
ton on O ct. 21.
“I ’m absolutely delighted that this
is o f national interest,” dc Hahn said,
i “Their design was provocative and
. inspiring, and I’m pleased they con
tinue to show the excellence o f our
program."
Harms and Bradley also received
support from their department on
some last-minute design details. Ar
chitecture emeritus professor Donna
Duerk said she talked with Harms
and Bradley a few days before they
left for Boston about what their proj
ect might be missing so they could
still mention it when presenting their
design. Duerk said she thought the
SILO design was very foncifol, and
creativity was the point o f the com
petition.
“The design was beautiful archi
tecturally,” Dueric said. “There were
a few technical problems, but that
was true o f all the projects. I’m quite
proud and I wish I could have been
involved from the beginning."

Decision

Poliquin said she believes the ideas
already out there for space archi
tecture are boring compared to the
Moon Capital competition submis
sions she saw. The SILO design was
visually amazing, Poliquin said, and
even though it did receive some cri
tique, the jury was very impressed.
A few weeks after the awards cer
emony, Harms and Bradley were also
contacted and interviewed by CN N
for an article about the competi
tion called “Imagine a Moon Base in
2069,” according to Harms.
Bradley said the competition’s
jury was split between architects and
NASA scientists, and the submis
sions ranged from very practical to
very theoretical.
Though the Moon Capital de
sign competition was geared toward
designs which could be realized by
2069, Harms said he and Bradley
weren’t aiming for that date with
their design.
“Our design made assumptions
about the future, and I think that was
pretty obvious,” Harms said.
Bradley said he believes if the
country’s progress continues at the
current rate, the moon will be even
tually colonized.
“The first time this kind o f thing
happened it was because JF K said:
‘We will go to the moon by 1969,’
and now it’s all about the economy,”
Bradley said. “Something like this
has to be about the nation coming
together."
Poliquin said she believes some o f
the designs submitted to the Mbon
Capital competition could actually
happen in the future, but it comes
down to money and the willingness
o f world leaders to pursue it.
Harms said the competition was ’
exciting and he would consider do
ing it again.
“1 think we work well together
— we moderate each other’s ideas,”
Bradley said. “1 think we’d be willing
to work together again, even if it’s
not for a competition."

continuedfrom page 1
which Loving filed a grievance
against College o f Liberal Arts
dean Linda Halisky after she re
moved him as department chair
in August.
Loving said he is not surprised
by the committee’s decision and
he will remain a faculty member
o f the journalism department.
He said his goal was to shed light
on how the university operates.
“I think for the first time
people got to have a look at what
happens behind the curtain and
I think it’s evident that based
upon what the provost said,
deans are able to run their col
leges however they see fit,” Lov
ing said. “So if the dean wants
to play Donald Trump, he or she
can do that and have no regard
for the impact on students, staff

and faculty."
Loving said he does not expect
to be treated any differently by Ha\ lisky or any member o f the admin
istration following his call for the
grievance hearing because he was
exercising his right to grieve. He
will, however, continue to disagree
with her decision.
I
“I’ll continue to strongly assert
that the dean was wrong in making
a personal decision that affected the
operation o f this department," Lov^
ing said. “I’m hoping that this dean
pauses and considers what she is go
ing to do before she acts again, be
cause if she decides that she doesn’t
like somebody and fires them for
that reason. I’ll be there to offer my
support and help out any member
o f the faculty who believes that their
rights have been violated.”
Neither Halisky nor the com 
mittee «members were available for
comment.

for the first time people
ttniave a look at what h
pens behind the
— Bill Loving
Jo u rn a lism professor
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Palazzo
continuedfrom page 1
a member o f the American Society
o f Biochemistry and Molecular Bi
ology, Public Affairs Advisory C om 
mittee and the American Society for
Cell Biology Public Policy Com m it
tee.
At open forums for students, uni
versity staff and community mem
bers held Tuesday, Nov. 3 0, Palazzo
said he was interested in Cal Poly
because o f the vast opportunities
it offers to students, and the over
all academic success o f the student
population.
“I find the quality o f the students
here to be outstanding and that at
tracted me,” Palazzo said at the stu
dent forum. “The excellence o f you
all here and the intellectual capacity
is extreme.”
He also said he was surprised
when he discovered the average
grade point average in 2 0 1 0 at Cal
Poly was 3.9.
If elected president, Palazzo said
he hopes to make the university
more student and faculty-friendly
by developing a relationship with
the campus and becoming an ap
proachable figure for students to
voice their concerns.
“Students (are) the reason why
were here” Palazzo said. “They arc
the antenna o f the brains running

cellence o f you all here
imd dhe intellectual capwity is
ííteíiíA
- “iW’f
extreme.
— Robert Palazzo
Presidential candidate

this university. There has to be a
communication flow, and it has to
be comfortable to the highest ex»
tent.
Associated Students. Inc. Presi
dent Sarah Storelli asked Palazzo
how he would facilitate and propel
the “learn-by-doing" attitude the
school values. His response focused
on the reality o f resource allocation.
“The Icarn-by-doing philosophy
is going to be really challenged by
resources,” Palazzo said. “O ne o f
the big challenges for the next presi
dent will be assuring (students have
those) resources necessary and even
how to advance it.”
He said in order to maintain this
strategics include: adjusting student
fees to maintain that resource plat
form, requiring a certain ratio o f
faculty to student advising, relying
on the annual gift giving o f the en
dowment and the corporate foun

dation relation.
As a student representative,
Storelli said each candidate will
showcase what they have to offer to
the students and staff o f Cal Poly
during their respective forums this
week.
“1 think (Palazzo had) great re
sponses, but we’ll see how the rest o f
the week turns with the other can

didates and go from there,” Storelli
said.
Graphic communications junior
Ruben Custodio said he is eager to
find out who the new permanent
president will be, but he wonders
how important his major in thcCollege o f Liberal Arts is in regards to
this school being a polytechnic uni
versity.
“Something I’m looking for in
the new president is whether they
will have an appreciation for not
only the engineering department
but for the liberal arts,” Custodio
said.
At both the student and univer
sity and community open forums,
Palazzo was presented with the issue
o f whether or not he saw importance
in this particular department.
“All o f the ethics and judgment
we apply is dramatically influenced
by liberal arts,” Palazzo said at the

student forum. “I think it is very
crucial.”
At the community forum, Palazzo
praised the liberal arts department
as being a life-long need and “one o f
the great teachers” for students.
“I believe the liberal arts are not
a tool, (and) they are not an added
value. They are a necessity,” Palazzo
said. “I think the essence o f creativ
ity and exploration, whether it be in
written form (or) in artistic form,
there is inherent value in liberal arts
now more than ever.”
O ther issues Palazzo addressed
were his viewpoints on Greek life,
seeking to diversify resources for the
students given the economic status
and what he would do to become an
active member at Cal Poly.
“If I was fortunate enough to be
appointed the president o f Cal Poly,
I would be very, very applicably en
gaged,” Palazzo said.
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Food safety bill strengthens inspections after major egg recall
Jeffrey Bartash
MARKETWATCH

The Senate on Ibesday passed a bill
giving regulators more power to in
spect the U.S. food supply, order re
calls and issue penalties.
Concerns about safety intensi
fied last summer after the Food
and Drug Administration ordered
retailers to remove more than half
a billion eggs in one o f the larg
est recalls ever.
Several million
Americans suffer from food poi
soning each year. T h e Food Safety
Modernization Act won bipartisan
support in a 7 3 -2 5 vote.
T h e bill grants the FD A more
authority to inspect and track prod
ucts, including imported foods, as
the food moves from farms to pro
cessors to supermarkets.
It also gives the FDA the ability
to order recalls instead o f letting
companies decide whether to issue
them voluntarily.
“T his bill will have a dramatic
impact on the way the FD A op-

erates, providing it with more
In the egg-recall case, for exresources for inspection, manda- ample, inspectors later found dead
tory recall authority, and the tech- chickens, live insects and mounds
nology to trace an outbreak back o f manure in several farms where
to Its source,
said Sen. Dick
Durbin, D -Ill.,
who sponsored
the bill.
In a nod to
small
, grow
ers,
however,
the Senate bill
exempts
food
producers who
sell their goods
— Dick Durbin
directly to con
Illinois Senator (D)
sumers
within
..............................
a few hundred
miles o f their farms.
the eggs were produced.
Supporters say existing regula
It also took regulators several
tions, many o f which trace back to
months to track the eggs back to
the 1930s, are outdated and leave
the source and order the recall
too many gaps in the inspection
because o f incomplete recording
process. They say the new law is
keeping.
needed to ensure that producers
T h e food-safety bill, however,
adopt proper food-handling and
was not without opposition. C rit
record-keeping procedures.
ics say the U .S. food supply is al-

ready quite safe and that the new
bill represents bureaucratic overkill. Costly new regulations will
raise the price o f food or American
families but do little
to reduce risk, they
argued.
Small farms and
producers also com 
plained about the
cost o f com pliance,
prompting
D em o
cratic Sen. Jon Tester
o f M ontana to push
an amendment ex
empting them from
the most stringent
—— —— —
requirements.
O n the opposite
side were large companies and
consumer-advocacy groups, who
argued that every producer should
follow the same rules.
O nce the Senate works out dif
ferences with the House, which
passed a similar bill last year, the
proposed law will be sent to Presi
dent Barack Obam a for his signa

lihis hill will have a dramatic im“^pact on the way the FDA
operates, providing it widi mdhe
resources for inspection. ,
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ture. T h e W hite House supports
the bill. Even after the law takes
effect, safety problems are certain
to persist given the huge size o f
the U .S. food supply, an exploding
number o f producers and a divided
regulatory apparatus. T he FD A
and Agriculture Departm ent both
have authority, and sometimes
their jurisdictions overlap.
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California toxic waste dump sued by EPA for poisoning farm town
Louis Sahagun
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) levied a $ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 fine
against a toxic waste dump near a
central California farming commu
nity plagued by birth defects for fail
ing to properly manage carcinogenic
polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs
on Tuesday.
Waste Management Inc., which
owns the facility about 3 miles south
west o f Kettleman City, in July was
given 60 days to clean up PCB in
soil adjacent to a building where ex
tremely hazardous wastes are treated
for disposal.
EPA tests showed PCB concentra
tions o f up to 440 parts per million
at the landfill, the largest hazardous
waste facility in the Western United
States and the only one in the state
federally regulated to handle PCBs.
Spills o f PCBs at concentrations of
50 parts per million on concrete or
soil constitute a violation o f the Toxic
Substances Control Act.

EPA investigators also found that a
PCB container label and some mate
rials containing PCBs did not display
data required by federal law, and the
company had failed to decontaminate
PCB handling areas before continued
use.
In a statement, Jared Blumenfeld,
the EPAs regional administrator for
the Pacific Southwest, said: “Compa
nies charged with .safely disposing of
society’s most toxic materials need to
fauldessly follow the protective laws
established to secure both the public
safety and public trust. Violations
o f federal environmental laws at the
Kettleman hazardous waste facility are
unacceptable.”
Bob Henry, senior di.strict man
ager o f the Kettleman Hills Facilit)',
stated, “While USEPA’s regulations
typically require cleanups achieve
a 25-part-per-million standard, we
elected to excavate to a significantly
more stringent 1-ppm level — the
level EPA considers suitable for level
for high-occupancy areas such as resi
dences, day care centers, .schools and

other areas where children or adults
might be exposed to soil.”
Waste Management said Tuesday
that the EPA had “confirmed that the
company’s cleanup meets all applica
ble standards” and remains authorized
to handle PCBs under federal regula
tion.
“Extensive monitoring has con
firmed that the small concentrations
o f PCBs were isolated to an area adja
cent to the PCB storage and flushing
building — well within the facility
boundary — and did not present any
risk to public health or the environ
ment," Brian Bowen, Waste Manage
ment’s director o f environmental pro
tection, said in a written statement.
Last year, the Kings County facil
ity took in about 4,000 tons o f PCBs.
Exposure to the compounds can cau.se
cancer and adversely affect the ner
vous, immune and endocrine systems
as well as liver function.
EPA officials on Tuesday .said the
company had cleaned up the PCB
contamination and that the agency
would continue to inspect the facility

regularly. In addition, the company
has modified its practices to minimize
and detect hazardous spills, the offi
cials said.
There was no evidence to su re st
that it had posed any danger to near
by Kettleman City, an impoverished
community o f 1,500 people just off
Interstate 5 between Los Angeles and
San Francisco, EPA officials said.
A week ago, state health investiga
tors ruled out the 28-year-old landfill
as the cause o f severe birth defects in
cluding heart problems and cleft pal
ates and lips in Ketdeman City.
But many residents remain dis
trustful o f Waste Management, which
has requested a county permit to ex
pand its landfill operations. State en
vironmental authorities said no deci
sion would be made on that request
until ongoing environmental exposure
investigations are completed this year.
Bradley Angel, executive director
o f Greenaction for Health and Envi
ronmental Justice, described the EPA’s
action as “an enormous fine for enor
mous violations.”

“The next step is for state and
federal regulatory agencies to take
that into consideration and deny the
company’s request for an expansion
permit,” Angel said. “If a permit is
granted, it will be appealed and chal
lenged in court, guaranteed.”
In 1985, the EPA fined the com
pany $2.1 million for violations that
included operating additional land
fills and waste ponds without autho
rization.
In 1990, residents defeated a pro
posed commercial toxic waste incin
erator project by pointing out that the
environmental im paa report had not
been translated into Spanish, the pri
mary language o f the town’s citizens.
Now, residents are voicing con
cerns about the recent state investiga
tions, which failed to find a common
cause for the 11 babies born with
physical deformities between Septem
ber 2007 and March 2010. Three o f
them died.
“Why add more bad chemicals
into the environment o f a suffering
community?” Angel asked.
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Republican earmark bill rejected by Senate, but may do better next year
James Oliphant
TRIBUN E WASHINGTON BUREAU

An effort by Senate Republicans to
temporarily ban earmarks died on
the Senate floor Tuesday, but it was
far from the last word on the contro
versial practice. A three-yrar morato
rium on lawmaker-directed funds for
p>et projects back home was proposed
as an amendment to a food safety bill.

The food safety bill passed, but the
earmark amendment failed to gain
the required 67 votes — two-thirds
o f the Senate — under a procedural
hurdle. Ih e proposal failed by a 39
to 56 tally.
Still, momentum appears to be on
the side o f anti-earmark forces in Con
gress. Next year, the new GOP-led
House is expeaed to either fbmially
ban the praaice or block any appnv

priations bill that contains earmarks,
which often fund new road and bud
gets in home districts and states, but
also have long been cridcized for sup
porting vanity projects.
In the Senate, supporters noted that
they garnered more votes on Tuesday
than in previous attempts to end the
praaice. Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla.,
who offered the amendment along with
Sen. Claire McCaskill, D-Mo., invoked
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the now-infamous $223 million island
bridge in Alaska which in 2005 became
a symbol of congressional laigpise.
“Five years ago, the Senate voted
to protea the ‘bridge to nowhere’ by
a vote o f 82 to 15. Today, 39 senators
vote to end earmarking altogether,”
Cobum said. “I’ll continue to offer this
amendment until Congress ends this
egr^ious practice once and for all.”
In another sign o f the movement’s
growing force. Senate Minority l.eader
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., reversed his
long-standing support for earmarks
and voted for Coburn’s proposal.
President Barack Obama also has
said he supports such a ban.
Senate Republicans earlier this year
voted to imfKjse their own, nonbind
ing ban on earmarks.
And even if a formal ban does not
come to pass in this lame-duck session
or in the new congressional session that
begins in January, there may be enough
votes in the Senate to block any spend
ing bill that contains earmarks regard
less.
The new' Senate will also include
additional fiscal conservatives likely to
supptirt a ban. One, Sen. Mark Kirk,
recently sworn in as a Republican from
Illinois, voted in favor of the measure
Tuesday,
A handftil o f DemtKrats, includ
ing McC^kill, outgoing .Sens. Evan

Bayh o f Indiana and Russ Feingold of
Wisconsin, along with Colorado Sens.
Michael Bcnnet and Mark Udall, alsq
supported the ban At the same time, a
handful o f Republicans, such as James
Inhofe o f Oklahoma and Sen. Lisa
Murkowski, who.se're-elecrion remains
contested in Alaska, voted to block the
ban from coming to the Senate floor.
The measure proposed Tuesday
would have applied to any legislation
that includes an earmark or funds pro
grammed outside o f a “statutory or
administrative fomiula-driven or com
petitive award process.”
Critics have argued that such a ban
is largely symbolic, since earmarks ac
count for about 1 percent o f the fed
eral budga, and some lawmakers argue
that they can be a more efficient way to
fund projects in their home states.
Earmarks, said Sen. Richard Durbin,
D-111., the Senate assistant majority
leader, allow him “to direct federal dol
lars into projecTs critically important to
our state and its future.”
According to the nonpartisan Tax
payers for Common Sense, House and
Senate spending bills for 2011 contain
more than 6,500 earmarks at a cost of
$9 billion.
Those numbers are not final, how
ever, as an omnibus bill to fund the
federal government for 2011 has yet to
pass.
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Google will be investigated by thè E.U.
Jim Puzzanghera
LOS ANGELES TIM ES

European regulators announced on
Tuesday that they had launched a for
mal andtrust invesugation o f Google
Inc. to determine whether it has abused
its search-engine dominance to squelch
online rivals.
The inquiry was triggered by com
plaints from websites that Google treat
ed their results different from its own
in dispbying unpaid and sponsored
search results, the European Commis
sion said.
“This initiation o f proceedings does
not imply that the commission has
proof o f any infringements. It only sig
nifies that the commission will condua
an in-depth invesdgation as a matter o f
priority,” the commission said.
Google said in a statement Tuesday
that it would cooperate with the com
missions investigation.
“Since we started Google we have
worked hard to do the right thing by

our users and our industry — ensur
ing that ads are always clearly marked,
making it easy for users to take their
data with them when they switch ser
vices and investing heavily in open
source projects. But there’s always room
for improvement, and so we’ll be work
ing with the commission to ^dress any
concerns," the company said.
Google acknowledged that Euro
pean competition r^;ulators contacted
it about complaints received from three
websites — Britain’s Foundem, a price
comparison site; France’s ejusrice, a leg^ search engine; and Ciao! from Bing,
a produa rating site run by Microsoft
Corp. in several European countries.
“While we will be providing feed
back and additional. infonharion on
these complaints, we ate confident that
our business operates in the interests of
users and partners, as well as in line with
European com|ieririon bw,” Googfe’s
senior competition counsel, Julia
wrote on the company’s ^oropean Pub
lic Policy blog in Febnrary.
^. -c^

“Though each case raises different is
sues, the question they ulrimately pose
is whether Google is doing anything to
choke off competition or hurt our users
and partners. This is not the case.”
European r^;ulatbrs said they will
invest^te whether ‘ Google lowered
the ranking o f unpaid search results of
competing services, such as price com
parison, and gave its own services “pref
erential treatment ... in order to shut
out competing services.”
The inquiry also will look into com
plaints that Goo^e lowered the so-called
“Quality Score” for sponsored links o f
compering services, which would affca
the price paid by advertisers.
And the European Commission
said it will probe allegations “that
Goo^e imposes exclusivity obliga
tions on advertising partners, prevent
ing them from placing certain types of
compering ads on their websites, as well
as on computer and software vendors,
with the aim o f shutting out compering
search tools.” ;
*
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FDA deems Four Loko dangerous and removes from shelves
John McCullough
JOHNMCCULLOUGH.MD@GMAIL.COM

It was in 1933 that prohibition,
which caused gangsters and moon
shiners to profit from the illegal
production and sales o f liquor, was
lifted.
Now, nearly 80 years later, certain
areas o f the United States are facing a
more narrowly targeted prohibition.
It is one which may cause many Cal
Poly students to change their week
end routines.
Due to pressures by activists
around the country, the sale o f the

alcoholic energy drink Four Loko
has been banned in several locations.
Following a press release by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA),
Four Lokos parent company, Phusion Projects, released a statement
announcing that the company has
stopped production and shipment o f
its products that include caffeine
O n Nov. 17, the FDA sent a letter
to four companies that produce and
sell caffeinated alcoholic drinks. The
letter said the drinks were unsafe and
the FDA could ban the drinks under
Federal Law. Phusion Projects was a
recipient o f the letter.

,
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But is it dangerous?
There have been several reports in
the media o f Loko-related incidents.
However, there have also been re
ports which label Four Loko as per
fectly safe to consume.
Phusion Projects said its product
has “roughly the same alcohol con
tent as wine and some craft beers,
and far less alcohol by volume than
hard liquor.”
What the company did not men
tion is the fact that most students
who consume Four Loko don’t
drink it in the same way they drink
the other types o f alcoholic bever-

ages mentioned in Phusion Projects’ Barakut said.
Now the sjhfihw wliwe Four Loko
statement.
,*r
‘.'V i'-'''•
sat, along
6ther i|ilfiicinated al
Eddie Barakut,;j^j|^aflitg?r oC Cork
N ’ Bottle in SanT^ljus Obispo,'said • coholic drinks, are empty.
he watched t h e '^ | ^ ’s^j:epresl(W
“I donjE know when we’re going to
tives come into hls shop and pull the get the new version without the caf
product off the shelves. Barakut said feine or even if we’re going to carry
that if the FDA'thinks Four Loko is it,” Barakut said.
Most o f Barakut’s customers are
dangerous, they must have legitlrhate reasons.
It was a very popular drink here,”
s e e Four Loko, p a g e 1 0
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Alcoholic energy beverage Four Loko was removed from shelves after the FDA
announced that the drinks* were an unsafe mix of alcohol and caffeine.
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Finals

stress can wait, go fornicate
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KarUe Prazak is a journalism junior
and the Mustang Daily sex columnist.
As finals are approaching^we Mus
tangs are in need o f better ways to
spend our quick, precious study
breaks and relieve stress. So 1 suggest
that instead o f letting the stress get
the best o f you, take advantage o f a
feel-good, proven stress reliever —
wliat the French sometimes refer to

as “la petite mort,” or the little death
— the oigasm.
Don’t think you can spare the
time it takes to reach that critical
moment?. Not only have* orgasms
been found to reduce stress, but a
male can orgasm in as little as two
minutes, and females in four, accord
ing to a research study by the Kinsey
institute for Research in Sex.
Take a coitus-based study break
and in a matter o f minutes you will
'U?.>

u.--f

d?:

have been in, out and taken a load
off. Problem solved.
Research has found that sexinduced orgasms reduce stress via
brain pathways by inhibiting anxiety
responses in the brain, according to
a recent article by Samantha Smithstein for Psychology Today.
The article was based on a study
held at the University o f Cincin
nati which concluded that sex as a
stress reducer had an effect similar
to people overeating when stressed.
Basically, small amounts o f pleasure
— o f which quality is more imjKjrtant than quantity — are proven to
reduce stress for up to a week, ac
cording to the article.
So get excited about this one, die
hard study buddies, because finals
are about to be totally worth it.
“Study breaks” o f these sorts can
be achieved in two distinct ways:
self-induced or partner-induced.
^
The latter will leave you willing to
engage in a few more hours; whereas
the former will leave you on top —
o f the world that i^ — iii^d feeling
like you could study for several more
hours straight.
Going along with the research
study, partner-induced is a much
more effective and recommended
route to take because (like with ev
erything in life) sometimes you have
to give some to get some.
It takes the average female four
minutes to orgasm from self-plea
suring, while it takes her 10 to 20

minutes to orgasm from pleasure in
duced by another, according to the
Kinsey study.
Fortunately — or unfortunately
depending on how you look at it
— it takes the average male just two
minutes to reach orgasm after pen
etration, according to the Kinsey
study.
Therefore, if you are willing to
give up more time than you feel you
have and partake on some private tu
toring (pun intended), think about
the possibilities post-O. Just make
sure both participants leave satisfied,
so plan for about a 15 minute break
just to be safe.
There are a few different ways to
fit a “study break” into your dead
week regimen.
First o f all, turn to the person
next to you, pull off a layer o f cloth
ing and say, “I need some afternoon
(or whatever time o f day it may be)
delight.”
».
Alright, I was kidding about that ■
— but if you do choose to do so, and
it works, well,more power to you.
Can’t hate the player. ...
The rest o f us can beat around
the bush with a more traditional ap
proach laced with sweet talk to co
erce a potential study-buddy to help
us out.
Whether it be a boyfriend, girl
friend or late-night friend, pull out
a cell phone, log onto Facebook or
run to their house. Most likely when
you lay an offer out on their desk

that isn’t a textbook, they will be so
happy that the liftoff time it takes to
reach the O-zone will be dramati
cally decreased.
An added bonus for those o f you
who are adventerous role players
would be to take the recently height
ened focus on school to the next level
and don your sexiest business-attire.
Perhaps you can teach a crash course
in human anatomy. Or if you are re
ally good, take a real course and make
it fit — once you go biomedical you
never go back.
Now, if you lack that “special
someone” to whom you can send a
sext to that you feel will be openly re
ceived, going about study breaks like
this could be a little tricky. So when
faced with a dry-spell o f these sorts:
“b e a (wo)man use your hand.”
Seriously, don’t be shy — but
don’t announce it to the world either.
There is no shame in self-help when
your final grades are at suke.
^ When all other study break ideas
have been exhausted and stress is
sticking to you like pubes on wax,
exhaust yours^instead and put your
best O-facc on. You deserve it and,
most importantly, your grades may
depend on it.
. So as finals creep closer and you
find yourself drowning in stress, re
member to pause 'for a cause and
release some o f that pent-up tension
— this may be the one time in your
life when making booty calls arc ap
propriate.
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Four Loko
continuedfrom page 8
college students, regardless o f what
they’re buying. Tbis makes it hard for
him to determine exactly who was
purchasing Four Lokos, he said.
Travis Schecter was one o f those
customers until he graduated last
spring.
Schecter estimated he drank an
average o f two to three Four Lokos
per week before graduating from Cal
Poly. That estimate does not include
the other alcohol Schecter consumed
alongside the Four Lokos, he said.
“I think it’s a good idea they’re

getdng rid o f the caffeine,” Scheaer
said. "In the most amazing way pos
sible, there were times where 1 drank
a couple in a night and I felt my heart
hurting after. I’m probably still going
to drink coffee or energy drinks be
fore I go out. It’s not going to change
anything. If people want that rush
and they’ve experienced that rush
they're going to find a way to imi
tate and emulate that feeling. If they
didn’t take the caffeine out, I would
definitely still be drinking them.”
In college campuses across the
country, the abuse o f alcohol is a
constant topic o f discussion and con
troversy. Cal Poly head o f counseling
Elie Axelroth said a vast majority o f
instances where students are kicked

off campus are alcohol related.
Axelroth couldn’t comment pro
fessionally on whether or not caffeine
induced drinks like Four Loko are
more dangerous than other alcoholic
beverages, but she did share advice
she said she often gives students who
struggle with substance abuse.
If a student is worried about the use
o f a substance there arc a few things the
student can do, Axelroth said.
“One thing they can do is look at
their sleep,” Axelroth said. “Are they
getting enough? Another is if they
are getting exercise and eating right.
Are they experiencing more anxiety?
And then they should ask themselves
if the drinks are the cause. It makes
sense for the students to ask them

Mcmitay might be;the day yoil find
yCHA; new, favorite restaurant.
w t th«

a r^ Grub Directory!

selves, how it is affecting them.”
Whether or not the drink is offi
cially declared dangerous is up to the
FDA.
The key issue the FDA focused on
in its letter to the four beverage com
panies was stimulants coupled with
alcohol.
/
These stimulants include three o f
the drink’s active ingredients — caf
feine, taurine and guaraña — all o f
w hich'arc found in non-alcoholic
energy drinks like Red Bull, Monster
and Rockstar. The addition o f the
fourth ingredient, alcohol, is what
makes Four Loko unique from its
competitor energy beverages.
In California, Four Loko contains
roughly 24 ounces o f flavored maltliquor at 12 percent alcohol content.
One,tall can is equivalent to almost
six Natural Ljjght beers, to put it in
perspective.
In an official statement released
by the company’s three co-founders
— Chris ‘Hunter, Jeff Wright and
jaisen Freeman — Phusion disre
garded any claims that its product
is unsafe dV marketed in any sort o f
deceiving frshion.
“We’re pleased that the FDA
commended us for our decision to

reformulate our products nation
wide to remove caffeine, guaraña and
taurine,” the statement said. “As we
stated on Nov. 16, we have stopped
the production and shipment o f all
our products containing these in
gredients. We will continue to work
closely and cooperatively with na
tional and state regulators.”
Currendy, Phusion is hot^ taking
any requests for interviews, a spokes
person for the company said.
The FDA gave the four recipients
o f its letter 15 days to respond with a
written explanation o f how they plan
to change the product. It was Phusion’s decision to pull its product off
the shelves and to stop making the
caffeinated beverage.
Consumers like Schecter may not
be able to get their caffeine-alcohol
combo from one drink, but he said
there still are other options.
"W hen 1 say it’s going to be a Four
Loko night my friends know exaedy
what that means,” Schecter said. “It
means you are going to party as hard
as you can possibly party and there is
at least a 50 percent chance o f black
ing out. After hearing myself talk
about it, 1 realize that this is exaedy
why they’re taking the caffeine out.”
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Kanye West tweets to create own publicity

MCCLATCH Y-TRJ BU N E

Rapper Kanye West joined Twitter as a
way to keep his reputation in check.

Chris Lee and Todd Martens
LOS ANGELES TIM ES

Early this fall, before any kind o f pro
motional push for Kanye West s new
album, “My Beautiful Dark Twisted
Fantasy,” had begun in earnest, the
Grammy-winning rapper-producer
took to his widely read Twitter ac
count to vent. Even for a creative
firebrand whose career has in many
ways been defined by outrageous be
havior and controversial statements.
West’s remarks stood as a defiant dis
missal o f every rule in the major label
marketing playbook. Call it a tweet
as mission statement.
“Man I love Twitter,” West posted
on Sept. 4, “I’ve always been at the
mercy o f the press but no more.”
And so began a campaign o f
nearly unprecedented, self-styled
image control and media spin that
culminated Nov. 22 with the album’s
release. Even in an era when social
networking tools allow artists ever
greater freedoms to communicate di
rectly with fans, the so-called Louis
Vuitton Don has taken the notion o f
personally generating his own hype
to further extremes than just about
anyone in popular culture.
The upshot: “My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy” was on track to sell
more than 5 5 0 ,0 0 0 copies in its first
week on the market, according to a
senior staff member at his label Uni
versal Music Group.
Moreover, West has seemingly
sidestepped conventional logic and
courted controversy every step o f the
way. After nearly a year o f silence fol
lowing the public outcry that accom
panied West’s interruption o f Taylor
Swift’s 2009 M T V Video Music
Awards acceptance speech — includ
ing abandoning a co-hcadlining tour
with Lady Gaga — he spearheaded
his own promo initiative by giving
away alternate and non-album tracks
from “My Beautiful Dark Twisted
Fantasy” on his blog at KanyeWest.
com. The performer spurned the
overwhelming majority o f interview
requests — the notable exceptions
being an appearance on “The Ellen
DeGeneres Show” and a stint “guest
editing” X X L magazine (in which he
basically interviewed himself) — and
took to Twitter to lambaste various
reporters and media outlets, includ
ing the Los Angeles Times (for what
West decried as a “soulless” review o f
his short film “Runaway”) and “To
day” show host M att Lauer.
In the process, the performer has
won critical props from a constella

tion o f recording stars and past col
laborators — even a powerhouse T V
producer whose show West dissed on
a single from the new album.
To hear it from multiplatinumselling R & B crooner John Legend,
who is signed to West’s G .O .O .D .
Music imprint, appears on “My
Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy” and
is currently working on an album to
be released in 2011 with West, “all
this wacky stuff and this controversy”
does more than generate publicity. It
sets West apart as a sort o f endangered
species, an artistic loner in an age o f
mannered shock value and carefully
laid-out viral marketing initiatives.
“Clearly, he does things that are
provocative,” Legend said. “That’s
cool. That’s a part o f what makes him
interesting as an artist. He puts it all
out there in every way — musically
and with his personality. 1 think that
throws jjeople off.”
Unsurprisingly, efforts to teach
West were unsuccessful. When his
publicist, Gabc Icsoriero, was asked
about West’s interview availability on
a scale o f 1 to 10 — with one being
“not a chance" and 10 being a sure
thing — Tcsoricro responded with
a numerical one, accompanied by a
frowny-face emoticon.
Likewise, executives at Univer
sal Music Group declined to com
ment. “My Beautiful Dark Fwisted
Fantasy” is no doubt a pritirity for
the label, given its holiday-timed relea.se and West’s star persona, yet in
a depressed climate in which labels
are eager to talk about any success,
multiple requests over the last m o
weeks to sp>eak to representatives o f
Universal’s Island D ef jam imprint
were met with notable silence.
Instead, West has largely been a
one-man show. Online, he has been
the comedian — “Don’t you hate it
when you say bye to someone then

yall get on the elevator together,” he
tweeted in August — as well as the
victim — “I can’t be everybody’s hero
and villain savior and sinner Chris
tian and anti Christ!” he noted in
November.
“Outlets like Twitter,” said suave
R & B star Nc-Yo, allow West the op
portunity to “vent to the world.”
“I think it’s a beautiful thing,”
Ne-Yo said. “By now, you know who
Kanye is. If he feels like he was dis
respected, he’s not only going to say
it, he’s going to stand on a chair and
scream it. That’s who he is, a master
o f PR. He knows what he’s doing.”
But does anyone else? Tlie answer
remains unclear. For instance. West
tweeted that his intended album an
for “My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fan
tasy” had been “banned in the USA,”
adding that he didn’t think about
Wal-Mart when picking art. Tbe
retailer issued a statement, saying it
had never been shown the sexually
graphic image, and multiple Univer
sal Music Group staffers contacted
by the Times were unaware o f any
such banning.
With West, unfiltered, perhaps,
would be an understatement. His
artistic peers admire it, even if the)'
wouldn’t take a similar approach.
Justin T'imberlakc is a fairly regular
Twitter presence with nearly 4 mil
lion followers. Unlike West, howev
er. the pop icon and freshly minted
movie star neither u.ses the platform
to promote a personal agenda nor to
prtwide an up-closc slice o f his life.
“I’ll use it for, like, ‘Hey. check out
my friend’s charity,’ or ‘Listen to this
person’s song.’ Not, ‘Tlie chocolate
chip cookies from C'orner Bakery arc
awesome,’” Timberlake said. “May
be, because 1 don’t get that much
time off, when 1 do I don’t want to
be anywhere close to technology.”
Asked if he would ever consider

w w u /.ts h irtg u y .n e t

relying upon Twitter as his personal
soap box — or in lieu o f a publicist
— in the manner o f West, Timberlake demurred.
“That works for some people. Ev
eryone has a way o f using social me
dia to engage an audience,” he said.
West was sufficiently infuriated
by two 2009 skits on “Saturday
Night Live” — one featuring Swift
and another in which “Twilight” star
Taylor Lautner decapitates an effigy
o f the tapper with a karate kick — to
pen a rhyming couplet on his May
single “Power” that told the comedic
variety show where it could go (and
what body part it could kis.s) in so
many four-letter words. Still, the

performer was not only invited back
on the air in October, “SNL” gave
him carte blanche to mount one o f
the most elaborately staged and artdirected performances in the show’s
history — o f the very song that disses
“Saturday Night Live.”
The show’s creator and longtime
executive producer, Lome Michaels,
said West’s fighting words never
burned his bridges with “SNL.”
“He reacted the way he reacted,
but I never thought twice about hav
ing him back on the show,” Michaels
said. “I f the music hadn’t been good?
Then I wouldn’t, obviously. But when
a person is that talented, o f course.
Kanye is the real thing.”
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Zu c ke rb e rg creates n e w ‘ social in b o x’
Neal Gabler is at work on a biography
o f Edward M. Kennedy. He wrote this
fo r the Los Angeles Times.
Americas favorite boy genius, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg,
has announced a new Form o f mes
saging. E-mail, the last Internet
link to traditional, epistolary, in
terpersonal communication, is, he
said, outmoded. Young people, by
which he meant younger than his
own 26 years, desired something
more nimble for their iPads, mobile
phones and other devices. What he
proposed was a “social inbox” where
users could readily access messages
from friends and then sort them —
sort o f a cross berween instant mes
saging and Twitter.
We arc so accustomed by now to
declarations o f new technological
revolutions that another one hard
ly gets noticed, especially when it
comes to finding new ways of mini
mizing how we communicate with
each other. And it is entirely possible
that this proposed geological change
will be no more geological than all
those other alleged game-changers.
But whether his messaging system
really transforms how people com 
municate or not, Zuckerberg i.ssued
what amounts to a manifesto that
in its own terse way conveys what
is already altering our lives — not
only how we interact but also how
we think and feel. It may even chal
lenge the very idea o f .serious ideas.
Call it Zuckerherg’s Revolution.
It qualifies as a revolution hccau.se how we communicate largely
defines what we communicate. You
know: “The medium is the mes
sage.” When Johannes Gutenberg
invented the first movable-type
printing press, it was rightly consid
ered one o f the signal moments in
human history. By allowing hooks
to be mass produced, Gutenberg’s
press had the immediate effect o f
disseminating ideas far and wide,
but it also had the more powerful
and less immediate effect o f chang
ing the very construction o f thought
— through typography.
The social theorist Marshall

McLuhan, in his book “The Guten
berg Galaxy,” posited that the print
ing press resulted in what he called
“typographic man” — humans with
a new consciousness shaped by the
non-visual, non-auditory culture o f
print. He felt that print’s uniformi
ty, its immutability, its rigidity, its
logic led to a number o f social trans
formations, among which were the
rise o f rationalism and o f the scien
tific method. In facilitating reason,
print also facilitated complex ideas.
It was no accident that it coincided
with the Renaissance. Print made us
think better or, at least, with greater

dieting Postman, these bits o f print
are no more hospitable to real ideas
than the television culture Postman
reviled. Indeed, in making his “social
inbox” announcement, Zuckerberg
introduced seven principles that he
said were the basis o f communica
tion 2.0. Messages have to be seam
less, informal, immediate, personal,
simple, minimal and short.
As Zuckerberg no doubt recog
nizes, these principles are all o f a
piece. The seamle.ss, informal, im
mediate, personal, simple, mini
mal and short communication is
not one that is likely to convey.

W h a t h e p r o p o s e d w a s a ‘s o 
c ia l in b o i? w h e re u s e rs c o u ld
r e a d ily a c c e s s m e ssa g e s £ r < ^
fr ie n d s a n d th e n s o r t th e m .
— Neal Gabler

di.scipline. In effect, the printing
press created the modern mind.
Writing scarcely 20 years after
McT.uhan, in 198^, Neil Postman,
in his path-breaking book “Amus
ing Ourselves to Death,” saw the
handwriting — or rather the images
— on the wall. He lamented the de
mise o f print under the onslaught o f
the visual, thanks largely to televi
sion. Like McLuhan, Postman felt
that print culture helped create
thought that was rational, ordered
and engaging, and he blamed T V for
making us mindless. Print not only
welcomed ideas, it was essential to
them. Television not only repelled
ideas, it was inimical to them.
One wonders what Postman —
who died the same year Facebook’s
precursor went online — would
have thought o f Zuckerberg’s Revo
lution. Facehook is still typographi
cally dependent. Its messages are
basically printed notes. But contra

let alone work out, ideas, great or
not. Facehook, Twitter, Habho,
MyLife and just about every other
social networking site pare every
thing down to noun and verb and
not much more. The sites, and the
information on them, billboard our
personal blathering, the effluvium
o f our lives, and they wind up not
expanding the world but shrinking
it to our own dimensions. You could
call this a metaphor for modern life,
increasingly narcissistic and trivial,
except that the sites and the posts
are modern life for hundreds o f mil
lions o f people.
W hich is where the revolution
ary aspect comes in. Gutenberg’s
Revolution transformed the world
by broadening it, by proliferating
ideas. Zuckerherg’s Revolution also
may change consciousness, only
this time by razing what Gutenberg
had helped erect. The more we text
and Twitter and “friend,” abiding

by rhe haiku-like demands o f social
networking, the less likely we are to
have the habit o f mind or the means
o f expressing ourselves in interesting
and complex ways.
That makes Zuckerberg the an
ti-Gutenberg. He has facilitated a
typography in which complexity is
all but impossible and meaningless
ness reigns supreme. To the extent
that ideas matter, we are no longer
amusing ourselves to death. We are
texting ourselves to death.
Ideas, o f course, will survive, but
more and more they will live at the
margins o f culture; more and more
they will be a private reserve rather
than a general fund. Meanwhile, ev
erything at the cultural center mili
tates against the sort o f serious en
gagement that McLuhan described
and that Postman celebrated.
McLuhan understood that print
would eventually give way to elec
tronic media, and that these new
media would create his famous
“global .village,” though it is nev
ertheless ironic that typography,
which he thought engendered isola
tion, would in digital form lead to
tens of millions of people calling
themselves “friends.”
Postman was more apocalyptic.
He believed that a reading .society
was also a thinking society. No real
reading, no real thought. Still, he
couldn’t have foreseen that a read
ing society in which print that was
overwhelmingly seamless, informal,
personal, short et al would be a so
ciety in which that kind o f reading
would force thought out — a so
ciety in which tens o f millions o f
people feel compelled to tell tens o f
millions of other people that they
are eating a sandwich or going to a
movie or watching a T V show. So
Zuckerberg’s Revolution has a cor
ollary that one might call Zucker
herg’s Law: Empty communications
drive out significant ones.
Gutenberg’s Revolution left us
with a world that was intellectually
rich. Zuckerberg’s portends one that
is all thumbs and no brains.
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Music industry fires back at oniine pirates
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The fallowing editorial appeared in the
Los Angeles Times on Sunday, Nov. 28.
Imagine having a nemesis who as
saults you daily (often mocking you
as it does) yet somehow stays beyond
the reach o f the law. That’s a rough
approximation o f the entertainment
industry’s view o f online piracy
— particularly the kind practiced
by the likes o f Sweden’s The Pirate
Bay, Latvia’s mp3iiesta and a grow
ing nu(nber o f websites that stream
bootlegged movies and T V shows
from digital lockers. Such sites ex
ist almost exclusively to promote
illegal downloading or streaming
o f movies, music, video games and
sofhvare, making money through
advertisements or even by selling
unauthorized copies o f the works
themselves.
Copyright holders have shut

down some offending sites through
civil suits and federal investigations,
but these cases have taken years to
complete. Meanwhile, new sites and
services have emerged to replace the
shuttered ones, and the amount o f
copyright infringement has increased
over the years as broadband connec
tions have proliferated.
Fed up, the entertainment indus
try has lobbied hard for a more pow
erful legal weapon against online
piracy. It found a receptive audience
in the Senate Judiciary Com m it
tee, which unanimously approved
a bill this month that would speed
the process o f penalizing such sites.
The goal o f the Combating Online
Infringement and Counterfeits Act
(S 38 0 4 ) is a good one — there’s no
defense for online businesses whose
raison d’etre is infringement. But
some o f the methods employed by

the bill could create significant prob
lems o f their own.
Sponsored by Sen. Patrick Leahy,
D -V t., the bill would make it cosier
for the Justice Department to ob
tain court orders cracking down on
sites “dedicated to infringing activi
ties.” Such orders could be obtained
against foreign-based sites that at
tract U.S. Internet users as well as
domestic companies.
Sites that use a U.S. domain-name
registrar (a company that sells do
main names, such as GoDaddy.com)
or registry (a company that oversees
the registrars for a category o f do
mains, as VeriSign does for .com,
.net, .cc and .tv) would be subject
to the most direct penalties. In those
cases, a court could order the regis
trar or registry to invalidate the site’s
domain name, removing it from the
global database that Internet service
providers use to direct traffic online,
fhat’s akin to ordering road atlases
to erase a street from their maps — it
would still he there, but it would be
much harder to find.
The bill would take a different
approach to sites that used foreign
registrars and registries, which are
beyond the reach o f U.S. courts. In
those cases, courts could order U.S.
Internet service providers, payment
processing companies (such as Visa
and MasterCard) and online adver
tising networks to stop sending traf
fic, money or ads to the offending
sites.
Some critics have complained
that the Leahy bill isn’t targeted
narrowly enough, so it conceivably
could be used against sites that pro
vide a useful outlet for legitimate
content distributors in addition to
btKJtleggers. Another criticism is
that the bill wouldn’t give offending
sites a fair chance to defend them
selves. In fact, the Justice Depart
ment wouldn’t even have to inform
the actual op>erator o f the site before

obtaining an injunction against it
— it would simply have to send a
notice to whoever is listed as the do
main name’s registrant.
Such problems, although poten
tially serious, could be addressed by
refining the bill’s definition o f what
it means to be a site “dedicated to
infringing activities” and the process
it lays out for obtaining court orders.
A more troubling question is wheth
er the Justice Department should be
focusing on domain names at all.
A site’s actual Internet address
isn’t its domain name but rather
a series o f up to 12 numbers sepa
rated by the occasional period. The
domain name — the portion o f the
U RL that comes after “www.” — is
just a form o f branding. W hen some
one types a URL into a browser, the
software looks up the correspond
ing numerical address in a database
o f domain names, typically the one
furnished by the user’s Internet ser
vice provider.
The court orders made available
by the bill would remove the offend
ing site’s name from the databases
used by U.S. service providers, but
they wouldn’t stop people from typ
ing the site’s numerical address into
their browsers. Nor would people
be prevented from using alternative
databases overseas — say, one main
tained by The Pirate Bay. Such a mi
gration could undermine efforts to
fix the security problems in the do
main name system, which can leave
Internet users vulnerable to identity
theft and other online threats.
Some technology advocates and
public interest groups also have
warned that the bill’s domain-name
provisions would violate ffce-speech
principles — because some legiti
mate content may exist alongside
pirated material on blocked sites
— and encourage other countries to
draw up their own blacklists o f sites
that don't comport to their unique

dictates. Meanwhile, a virtual who’s
who o f Internet pioneers contend
that the bill could endanger the lead
ing role the United States has played
in technical issues online.
Entertainment industry execu
tives have challenged critics to come
up with alternative ways to address
sites like The Pirate Bay, rather than
just conjuring worst-case scenarios
to gin up opposition to Leahy’s pro
posal. They’ve got a point — some
of the groups lining up against the
bill seem more concerned about the
entertainment industry abusing its
copyrights than websites trying to
profit off piracy.
Nevertheless, there are real ques
tions about the effectiveness and
consequences o f the domain-name
seizure provisions. It’s worth not
ing that when Congress decided to
crack down on Internet gambling
sites in 2006, it didn't give the Jus
tice Department new power to seize
domains — instead, it focused on
cutting off the flow o f money from
gamblers in the U.S. to betting sites
around the world. Similarly, it makes
sense for Congress to crack down
on the revenue flowing to piracy
hotbeds online, as the Leahy bill’s
provisions for advertising networks
and payment processing companies
would do.
With Congress set to adjourn
soon, the bill isn’t likely to progress
any further this year. That’s a good
thing. Before moving the bill on,
lawmakers should take a closer look
at whether its domain-name provi
sions arc likely to work, as well as
their implications for the health o f
the Internet as a whole. Copyright
holders shouldn’t be left defenseless
against the Pirate Bays o f the world,
but the proposed seizure o f domain
names is the least promising enforce
ment mechanism in the Leahy bill.

Pope Benedict XVI neither condones nor condemns condoms
Tim othy R utten is a colum nist fa r the
Los A ngeles Tim es.

The international controversy gener
ated by leaks from German journalist
Peter Seewald’s book-length inter
view with Pope Benedia XVI — of
ficially issued last week as "Light o f the
World”— may be a publicist’s dream,
but what does it really signify?
Benedia’s thoughts on the moral
ity o f condom usage don’t go nearly
as far as those o f us who feel that the
Roman Catholic Church’s absolute
prohibition o f artificial contraception
is a moral disaster would like, but they
push church doctrine a good bit fur
ther than the traditionalists want to
acknowledge.
Here’s the pope’s controversial re
mark, which came in response to a
question about the use o f condoms to
prevent the spread o f AIDS in Africa:
"There may be a basis in the case o f
some individuals, as perhaps when a
male prostitute uses a condom, where
this can be a fim step in the direction
o f a moralization, a first assumption o f
responsibility, on the way toward re
covering an awareness that nor every

thing is allowed and that one cannot
do whatever one wants.”
If you’re having difficulty parsing
that, there’s no need to adjust your
set. To understand what’s being said,
it’s important to remember that Bene
d ia is, in a formal academic sense, the
most rigorously trained and sophisti
cated theologian to occupy the throne
o f Peter in many centuries. It’s also
important to recall that, in Catholic
moral reasoning, intention is crucial
when it comes to assessing the quality
o f an individual a a .
Theology may be — as was said in
the High Middle Ages — the “queen
o f the sciences,” but unlike physical
science, it docs not proceed by experi
mental proofs. Thus, theologians love
thought problems such as the one the
pope posed and answered here.
All the back and forth over trans
lations, including whether he meant
to make a point that applied only to
gay sex, is indevant, particularly be
cause he subsequendy said through his
Vatican spokesman that his point also
applied equally to fimialc and trans
sexual prostitutes. That point does not
involve the permissibility o f condom

use per se; rather, the pontiff is arguing
that if an HIV-positive person put on
a condom so as not to infea a partner,
the a a could indicate the first moral
stirrings o f a desire to behave more re
sponsibly.
The reason this remark, which must
seem scif-evidendy sensible to most
people, went off like a bomb among
Catholics is that, for years. Catholic
bishops, theologians and health-care
workers fighting sub-Saharan Africa’s
AIDS epidemic have urged such a
view and received either stony silence
or condemnation from Rome. In fâa,
as prefea o f the Congregation for the
Doarine o f the Faith, Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger ordered the suppression o f a
book by two Jesuit theologians argu
ing the morality o f using condoms to
halt AIDS transmission. In his remark,
Benedia at the very least reopened
the door to a discussion o f the matter.
That’s obvious if you look at the actual
question from Seewald that evoked the
thought problem:
"O n the occasion o f your trip to
Africa in March 2009, the Vatican’s
policy on AIDS once again became the
targa o f media criticism. ... In Africa

you stated that the church’s traditional
teaching has proven to be the only sure
way to stop the spread o f HIV. Crit
ics, including critia from the church’s
own ranks, ob jea that it is madness to
forbid a high-risk population to use
condoms.”
Some clerics and Catholic health
workers long have argued that tell
ing HIV-infected patients, par
ticularly those married to an unin
fected partner, not to use condoms
essentially turns normal conjugal
relations into a suicide pact. These
advocates may find new encourage

ment in Benedict’s musings.
But for those who believe that Pope
Paul Vi's 1968 reaffirmation o f the
church’s condemnation o f artificial
contraception, including condoms,
b^an a process o f estrangement that
fundamentally alienated millions o f
Catholics from the church, there’s real
ly nothing new in Benedia’s remarks.
Elsewhere in the interview, the pope
acpiiddy endorsed Paul V i’s encyclical

on the question, Humanae Vitae, and
calls Paul’s stance “prophetic.” As this
pope secs it, “The basic lines o f Huma
nae Vitae are still correct.”

l i ^ idbp i m p o r t a n t t o r e c a ll
C a th o lic m o r a l re a 
s o n in g , i n t e n t i o n is
— Tlmoltiy Rutten
Lo* Angdet Times columnist
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Clancy
continuedfrom page 16
right now is so key to the team.”
It has been a rough start for the
team with injuries, but Clancy said
they have responded well. Cal Poly
usually has around 17 players on
the team but it seems now there are
12 to 13 players when it comes to
practice because o f injuries, Clancy
said.
Despite all the injuries, she re
mains one o f the healthiest players
on the team. She has only missed
one day o f practice due to sickness
in all her years in college.
“I’m really lucky when it comes
to no injuries but I think some
times you make your own luck,”
Clancy said. “I go to bed plenty
early so I feel like at practice I’m
able to respond quicker. I never

Gore
continutdfrom page 16
Even without Gore, the 49ers
offense rebounded from its wretch
ed shutout loss to Tampa Bay eight
days earlier.
They came out blazing, with
help from their accommodating
hosts. Arizona struggled from its
opening snap, when quarterback
Derek Anderson botched a handoff to Beanie Weils. Nose tackle
Aubrayo Franklin pounced on the
loose ball at the Arizona 38.

miss practice. I ’m always healthy,
fit and ready to go.”
Clancy’s dedication to the game
keeps her “fit and ready to go."
During summers, she would play
on the Irish National Team. The
team was cut this summer because
o f funding.
But Clancy did not take a
break. Instead, she focused on her
own development. This included a
weight program and running with
weighted vests. The conditioning
over summer improved her athleti
cism.
“I want to be in great shape so
1 can contribute as much as I can,
as often as I can,” Clancy said. “I
want to be physically ready. I think
1 did a good job preparing myself
for that. It’s working because I
don’t feel tired at all.”
Clancy gives credit to her par
ents for supporting her through her
basketball career. They supported

her when she moved from ^Ireland
to pursue basketball at the highest
level in college. They also supported
her when she deferred her master’s
degree program at Trinity College,
Dublin to play as a Mustang for a
little while longer.
Clancy’s mother, Sheila Clancy,
visited Clancy last week. She saw
her daughter play against both
Loyola Marymount and Illinois.
“It’s great to travel now and ac
tually see her getting time because
it’s very tough for parents, especial
ly when you travel so far, and for a
player not to get minutes,” Sheila
said. “For the last two years, she’s
gotten a lot o f minutes. She’s play
ing very well; she seems to be a bit
o f a leader."
Sheila noticed that Clancy’s
hard work and dedication to the
sport paid off.
“Everybody puts in a lot o f ef
fort but very few people leave their

The 49ers’ ensuing scoring drive
required only one play and seven
seconds.* Quarterback Troy Smith
lofted an arcing spiral to Michael
Crabtree, who made a diving catch
in the back o f the end zone.

scored early touchdowns as the
49ers built a 2 1 -3 halftime lead.
After that, the 49ers defense did
the rest. Arizona barely topped 2 00
total yards and had zero first downs
on the ground. The Cardinals were
2 for 1 1 on third-down attempts.
“To say that I’m extremely dis
appointed would be an under
statement,” Cardinals coach Ken
W hisenhunt said. “It was a very
poor effort, and we got beat in all
phases o f the game. The 49ers con
trolled the line o f scrimmage, and
that made it very difficult for us
tonight."

Crabtree juggled the ball as he
thudded to the turf, something the
Cardinals apparently didn’t see in
time. They chose not to issue a re
play challenge, and the touchdown
held up, giving the 49ers a sevenpoint lead with 9 :3 5 to play in the
first quarter.
Anthony Dixon (1-yard run)
and W estbrook (8-yard run) also

I’s an amazii^ player and
" without
me
she’s
*
/*
to be a scorer and leadei
court.
— K ii^ n a Santiago
Womens basketball forward

country and leave their family,”
Sheila said. “It’s been tough in a lot
o f ways and I think now she is get
ting her reward — now she is get
ting the time, getting the minutes,
getting the respect o f her team
mates. And she has earned it.”
Her dedication has not gone un
noticed. Cal Poly athletic director
Alison Cone acknowledged Clan
cy’s com m itm ent to the team.
“She is a very skilled player but

there are two qualities that stand
out to me even more than her ex
ceptional skill and that’s leadership
and she is smart,” Cone said. “She’s
sm an so she’s not going to overstep
her role. I think she’ll have more o f
a leadership role now, but she’s also
surrounded by talented players. She
is very much a team player, she’s not
about Rachel Clancy — she’s about
the Mustangs and helping the team
win. Such a great quality.”
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Rachel Clancy looks to step up with Kristina Santiago out

NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

Senior guard Rachel O ancy haa alway« been one of the main contributors for the Cal IV>ly womea’s basketball team. This
season, that hasn’t changed. Even without forward Kristina Santiago, Clancy is averaging 13.8 points per game.

Catherine Borgeson
C A TH E R IN EB O R G E SO N .M D ^ G M A IL .C O M

Guard Rachel Clancy o f D ublin,
Ireland, started playing basketball
at the age'o f seven — on the boys’
team. By the time she hit nine, her
coach predicted that she would end

up with a scholarship in basketball when she got older. He didn’t
know then that the full scholarship
would bring her 6 ,0 0 0 miles away
from home to play ball.
Now a 22-year-old biological
sciences graduate student, Clancy
is one o f the leading scorers for the

Cal Poly women’s basketball team.
And now with reigning Big West
Player o f the Year Kristina Santiago
out for the season due to a torn
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
in her left knee, Clancy is in the
spotlight.
But she is up for the challenge.

“T (Santiago) was iUways jiomcone there that if the shot clock
was running down, you knew you
could throw it to T and she would
do something to get the ball in the
basket,” Clancy said. “That’s a big
thing to have to replace but 1 am
going to keep doing what I ’m do
ing. I don’t think there’s any more
pressure."
Clancy has started all four
games this season, racking up 55 o f
the team’s overall 2 6 7 points. She
scored 15 points in Cal Poly’s most
recent game, when the Mustangs
fell to Illinois on Nov. 22.
Head coach Faith Mimnaugh
said her blend o f personality and
athleticism is what makes Clancy
such a valuable player. She credits
Clancy with being a tremendous
leader and a dynamic shooter.
“I think from a leadership per
spective, that is probably her great
est asset,” Mimnaugh said. “She’s
been very vocal in trying to keep
the team energized and focused in
whatever her objectives are for prac
tice and certainly for the games.”
Mimnaugh,
who
frequently
uses bench players, has enhanced
Clancy’s role by giving her more
minutes. Mimnaugh has no qualms
with Clancy playing the entire
game if she needs her to.
“She will bury anybody,” M im 
naugh said. “She can run forever
and maintain the same kind o f
intensity level for an entire game,
that’s pretty significant.”

But Mimnaugh values Clancy
for more than just her athleticism.
“W ho she is as a person is per
haps the biggest blessing we’ve had
in our program,” Mimnaugh said.
“She is one o f the greatest human
beings in the planet.”
M athematics sophomore Ashley
Cascio is one o f Clancy’s closest
friends on and o ff the court. C lan
cy was the first person Cascio met
when she came to Cal Poly.
“She is dedicated; whenever she
has free time she works out more
and is always doing something to
get ready and play,” Cascio said. “I
can see that and it makes me want
to do more. She always does jum p
roping after practice so then I start
ed jum p roping.”
In addition to jump roping with
Cascio, Clancy would condition
outside o f practice with Santiago.
Both players focused on finding
their chemistry together on the
court.
Even though the two won’t be
playing together anytime soon,
Santiago has confidence in her
teammate.
“Rachel’s an amazing player and
with or without me she’s going to be
a scorer and a leader on the court,”
Santiago said. “She’s going to get a
lot more touches now but Rachel is
just Rachel, she’s going to play her
game no matter what. There’s no
point in changing it, what she does

see Clancy, page 15

Miners lose Gore for the season Men’s basketball takes
Daniel Brown
SAN JO S E MERCURY NEWS

G L E N D A L E , Ariz. — If the 49ers
are going to make a run at the N FC
West, they’re going to have to do it
without Frank G ore.
•Their do-everything back sus
tained a fractured right hip early
in a 2 7 -6 victory over the Ari
zona Cardinals on Monday night.
A team spokesman did not put a
timeline G ore’s return, but the sea
son appears to be over for the 49ers’
leading rusher.
G ore carried the ball twice after
his injury before com ing out for
good with 5:11 to go. in the first
quarter. Even then. Gore lobbied
coaches to go back in.
“We had to hide his helm et,”
coach Mike Singletary said.
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O nly later did the 49ers learn
the severity o f the injury.
Now it appears the 49ers’ hopes
o f making a surge in the N FC West
title chase hinge on Brian W est
brook, who came out o f storage
to deliver a vintage performance
against the Cardinals. The two-time
Pro Bowl selection shook o ff rust
— and Arizona defenders — on his
way to 136 yards in 23 carries.
“I never doubted myself," West
brook said. “1 just never had the
opportunity."
Singletary said he needed to “see
the film” to figure out how Gore
got hurt. It is believed that the in
jury happened on .i 1-yard loss on
a second-and-lO play on the 49ers’
opening drive.
Gore tried to make a go o f it
later in the quarter — managing 9
and 5 yards on back-to-back carries
(the second attempt was negated
by a penalty). After that, his only
contribution was giving advice to
Westbrook.
“I saw him a couple o f times on
the sideline, and he gave me some
ideas o f what to do," W estbrook
said. “Frank is a competitor. He
wants to be out there.”
Until Monday, the former Ea
gles star had only five catches and
five carries this season. Thrust into
action, W estbrook was able to take
over G ore’s role as the center o f the
49ers’ offensive universe.

Westbrook looked like a fresh
legged rookie as he changed di
rection with ease, burst through
holes and read his blockers as if
he had been playing in this sys
tem his entire career.
His electric running style
looked familiar to rookie left
tackle Anthony Davis.
“1 used to choose the Eagles
whenever 1 played Madden Foot
ball, just so 1 could be Brian
W estbrook,” Davis said.
Westbrook got help from
rookie Anthony Dixon (54 rush
ing yards) and Gore (52 before his
early exit). All three backs enjoyed
»running behind an offensive line
that was given the game bail for
its dominating performance.
The question is whether that
group — minus Gore — can keep
the ball rolling as the 49ers head
for a rough patch in their sched
ule. The team faces the Green Bay
Packers on Sunday at Lambeau
Field.
At least for a night, however,
the 49ers could enjoy their return
to relevance in the N F C West. At
4 -7 , the 49ers can talk, not un
reasonably, about making a run in
t|ie division. They are one game
out with five to play.
“We made a statem ent,” tight
end Vernon Davis said.

see Gore, page 15

on undefeated Hawai’i
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Against Sacramento State, forward David Hanson scored a team-high 23
points and the Cal Poly men’s haskethali team (2-3) pieced together one o f
iu best offensive outputs o f the season last week. As a team, the Mustangs’
6 7 poinu was the team’s second-best point total o f the season. The Mus
tangs hope to keep those wheels turning against undefeated Hawai’i (5 -0 ),
tonight in Mott Gym. Tip-off is set for 7 p.m.

